BicarBlast launches innovative new system using MOPA laser

Deep cleaning anilox rolls by laser. Fast. Thorough. And safe.
Demand for higher print quality in flexo is ever increasing. At the same time,
turnaround times are getting shorter and margins are getting smaller. The need
for a smooth and reliable printing process is evident. Netherlands-based
BicarBlast now presents a new way to take care of at least one crucial part of the
that process: deep cleaning anilox rolls and sleeves by the innovative use of a
highly versatile and very efficient MOPA laser. Their first system was recently
installed at Oerlemans Plastics, producer of flexible packaging and films.
Although cleaning anilox rolls by laser has been around for some time, Niels Gerrits,
founder of BicarBlast, has just spend two years developing and engineering a better and
more reliable method: “Current laser cleaning almost inevitably causes damage to the
cells or to the surface of the anilox rolls and sleeves. We have now managed to come up
with a solution that ensures safe, fast and thorough cleaning by MOPA laser.”

BicarBlast AL1500 Cleaning Laser at Oerlemans

Keeping anilox rolls in perfect condition
Gerrits founded BicarBlast in 2002 to specialize in environmentally friendly, cost-saving
methods for anilox roll cleaning. Having previously worked at Apex, the internationally
renowned manufacturer of anilox rolls, to develop cleaning systems and implement
them around the globe, he brings a wealth of skills and knowledge on the subject.
“Anilox rolls play an important role when it comes to creating a steady and reliable flow
of ink, which in turn ensures better control of print quality. Keeping your anilox rolls in
perfect condition is therefore a must. As the cells on the anilox roll’s surface tend to get
clogged over time by dirt particles and ink residues, they will need to be deep cleaned
regularly to keep the roll functioning properly.”

Powder blasting for deep cleaning
BicarBlast provides a range of eco-friendly liquid cleaners for daily and periodical
cleaning. It however specializes, as the company’s name implies, in deep cleaning anilox
rolls by blasting them with powder (sodium bicarbonate, or NaHCO3). “This powder is
hard enough to clean anilox rolls, but at the same time it is too soft to cause any
damage”, explains Gerrits. Using low blast pressure, up to only 3 bar, further ensures no
damage will occur to the ceramic or chrome plated anilox roll.

Powder blast cleaning can be done either off site or on site, and also in-press. It is a fast
and very effective way of cleaning, and BicarBlast has established a wide portfolio of
customers throughout Europe – currently mainly in the corrugated industry. “Our
method is a perfect fit for their anilox rolls, which feature 80 to 160 relatively large cells
per cm. Now, the excellent cleaning results we are delivering today have also caught the
attention of others, especially printers from the labelling and flexible packaging
industry.”

Cleaning by laser – re-invented
In labelling and flexible packaging, there is a growing demand for higher print quality –
and so, the need for perfectly clean anilox rolls is increasing, finds Gerrits: “We have
been adding quite some new customers in this field.” However, in their efforts to
enhance quality, these printers are increasingly using anilox rolls with finer, smaller
cells. The size of these cells is preventing the powder-particles from effectively reaching
deep into the cells. Gerrits comments: “Of course, we do also provide chemicals and
dedicated machines that perfectly clean these anilox rolls. But many customers are not
too keen on chemicals anymore – for environmental reasons, but also because of the
costs involved with it, such as the protective measures that need to be implemented and
the disposal of chemicals. Plus, they know there actually is new technology available:
cleaning by laser. And that is what they are now looking for.”

Niels Gerrits recognized the potential of laser cleaning already early on, but found the
existing fiber laser technology inadequate because of the damage it can cause to the cell
structure and surface of the anilox roll or sleeve. “The laser should only remove any ink
contamination from the cells by ablation, and leave the cells and the surface completely
in tact. But this is really hard to achieve.” For that reason, two years ago, he set out to reinvent laser cleaning the right way.
MOPA makes all the difference
Key to the new method is the use of a different type of laser
called MOPA (short for Master Oscillator Power Amplifier).
“We found a highly skilled partner that specializes in laser
engraving and marking, using MOPA laser technology. What
sets this laser technology apart from the more commonly
used fiber laser technology, is that it allows us to set both
the pulse frequency and pulse time in order to better
control the cleaning process. It has taken us a considerable
amount of time and effort to perfectly tune this technology
to our needs. But I am happy to say that we have managed
to succeed and now come up with a completely new and
innovative solution: the AL1500 Cleaning Laser.”

BicarBlast AL1500 Cleaning Laser
The AL1500 Cleaning Laser is a high-tech cleaning machine for anilox rolls and sleeves.
Any cleaning cycle performed by specialist from BicarBlast starts with a 3D volume
measurement reading from the anilox roll. After mounting the roll or sleeve into the
machine, the operator selects the roll from the database plus the desired cleaning
program. The system first measures the TIR (or roundness) of the roll. When all
parameters are in order, it starts the cleaning cycle, which will take between 10 and 60
minutes depending on the contamination level and the chosen program.
The BicarBlast AL1500 Cleaning Laser features temperature control on electrics and
optics. It has an automatic follow focus program to enable reproducible results, as well
as autofocus and auto-TIR adjustments. Automatic laser source cleaning ensures high
uptimes and reliable performance of the system. The automatic programs for light,
medium and high-contaminated rolls ensure thorough cleaning, without the need for
additives and without any waste.
The new system is available in different sizes and can be used in label, flexible
packaging, offset, coating and corrugated industries. “And soon we will also be able to
offer inline laser cleaning as well”, says Gerrits. “This is of particularly interest for the
corrugated industry, where taking the very wide rolls out of the press is rather
complicated.”

Successful first installation at Oerlemans
Already, BicarBlast has installed its first laser cleaning system at Oerlemans Plastics,
producer of flexible packaging and films in the Netherlands. Gerrits: “They were looking
for a new cleaning solution and we managed to convince them to decide for our new
technology.” Results so far have been excellent: “Cleaning an anilox roll is much faster
than before and costs are down by around 75 per cent.

Extensive testing
Oerlemans has also been running extensive tests, putting one anilox sleeve through 250
cleaning cycles on the AL1500 Cleaning Laser: ‘There has been absolutely no damage to
the ceramics or the cell structure at all.” These test have been confirmed by independent
industry-consultant Wilbert Streefland (owner of Technology Coaching BvbA): “A
cleaning laser needs to be powerful enough to agitate and/or evaporate the ink residues
in the engraving on the surface of the screen roll. At the same time it should never be so
powerful that it is melting (engraving) and/or evaporating the ceramics on the surface
of the screen roll.” By measuring the surface-temperature of the sleeve during laser
cleaning, Streefland was able to register an surface temperature of 30.3 °C maximum:
“This means no stress in the ceramic surface layer and also no risk for melting the
ceramic layer.”
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The images show that the BicarBlast AL1500 cleaning laser is not damaging the cell walls (image:
Technology Coaching BvbA)

Niels Gerrits sees great further potential for BicarBlast’s laser cleaning technology. At
the same time he expects the powder blast cleaning technology to continue its success:
“Both technologies have their specific applications. Powder blasting is still perfect for
cleaning most anilox rolls in coating and corrugated. But for cleaning the increasing
number of ‘high quality’ anilox rolls, our laser technology will be the future.”

